CT imaging features of symptomatic and asymptomatic floating aortic thrombus.
To present the computed tomography (CT) imaging features of floating aortic thrombus with emphasis on clinical and radiographic predictors for systemic shower emboli. A retrospective computerised search for patients with protruding thoracic aortic thrombus on CT was conducted. Clinical and demographic characteristics were retrieved from medical files. Patients were divided into two groups: symptomatic and asymptomatic, based on the presence or absence of documented systemic emboli at the time of diagnosis or during follow-up. CT imaging features were analysed: location and extent of systemic emboli, presence or absence of thrombus insertion calcification, percentage of thrombus circumference that is attached to the aortic wall and thrombus volume. Clinical and demographic variables and CT imaging features were analysed as potentially associated with symptomatic emboli. The symptomatic group included 6/15 (40%) patients and the asymptomatic group included 9/15 (60%) patients. Patients in the symptomatic group were significantly younger (symptomatic: 53.3±11.7 years, asymptomatic: 76.9±8.4 years, p=0.003). All the symptomatic patients were women (100%), while 2/9 (22.2%) of the asymptomatic patients were women, (p=0.007). A non-calcified insertion site was more frequent in the symptomatic group (symptomatic 4/6 [66.7%] versus asymptomatic group 1/9 [11.1%], p=0.011). The percentage of thrombus circumference attached to the aortic wall was significantly smaller in symptomatic patients (symptomatic: 31.8±8.4%, asymptomatic: 43.7±5%, p=0.003). The imaging features of symptomatic floating thrombus include a narrow base of attachment and lack of insertion calcification. Free-floating thrombus should be actively sought and diagnosed or excluded when performing CT andiography for emboli.